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Abstract
A fundamental trait of intelligence is the ability to achieve goals in the face of novel circumstances, such as making decisions from new action choices. However, standard reinforcement
learning assumes a fixed set of actions and requires expensive retraining when given a new action set. To make learning agents more adaptable, we introduce the problem of zero-shot
generalization to new actions. We propose a
two-stage framework where the agent first infers action representations from action information acquired separately from the task. A
policy flexible to varying action sets is then
trained with generalization objectives. We benchmark generalization on sequential tasks, such
as selecting from an unseen tool-set to solve
physical reasoning puzzles and stacking towers
with novel 3D shapes. Videos and code are
available at https://sites.google.com/
view/action-generalization.

1. Introduction
Imagine making a salad with an unfamiliar set of tools.
Since tools are characterized by their behaviors, you would
first inspect the tools by interacting with them. For instance,
you can observe a blade has a thin edge and infer that it
is sharp. Afterward, when you need to cut vegetables for
the salad, you decide to use this blade because you know
sharp objects are suitable for cutting. Like this, humans can
make selections from a novel set of choices by observing
the choices, inferring their properties, and finally making
decisions to satisfy the requirements of the task.
From a reinforcement learning perspective, this motivates an
important question of how agents can adapt to solve tasks
with previously unseen actions. Prior work in deep rein*
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Figure 1. An illustration of zero-shot generalization to new actions
in a sequential decision-making task, CREATE. (Left) Learning
to select and place the right tools for reaching the goal. (Right)
Generalizing the learned policy to a previously unseen set of tools.

forcement learning has explored generalization of policies
over environments (Cobbe et al., 2018; Nichol et al., 2018),
tasks (Finn et al., 2017; Parisi et al., 2018), and agent morphologies (Wang et al., 2018; Pathak et al., 2019). However,
zero-shot generalization of policies to new discrete actions
has not yet been explored. The primary goal of this paper
is to propose the problem of generalization to new actions.
In this setup, a policy that is trained on one set of discrete
actions is evaluated on its ability to solve tasks zero-shot
with new actions that were unseen during training.
Addressing this problem can enable robots to solve tasks
with a previously unseen toolkit, recommender systems to
make suggestions from newly added products, and hierarchical reinforcement learning agents to use a newly acquired
skill set. In such applications, retraining with new actions
would require prohibitively costly environment interactions.
Hence, zero-shot generalization to new actions without retraining is crucial to building robust agents. To this end, we
propose a framework and benchmark it on using new tools
in the CREATE physics environment (Figure 1), stacking
of towers with novel 3D shapes, reaching goals with unseen
navigation skills, and recommending new articles to users.
We identify three challenges faced when generalizing to
new actions. Firstly, an agent must observe or interact with
the actions to obtain data about their characteristics. This
data can be in the form of videos of a robot interacting with
various tools, images of inspecting objects from different
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viewpoints, or state trajectories observed when executing
skills. In present work, we assume such action observations
are given as input since acquiring them is domain-specific.
The second key challenge is to extract meaningful properties of the actions from the acquired action observations,
which are diverse and high-dimensional. Finally, the tasksolving policy architecture must be flexible to incorporate
new actions and be trained through a procedure that avoids
overfitting (Hawkins, 2004) to training actions.
To address these challenges, we propose a two-stage framework of representing the given actions and using them for
a task. First, we employ the hierarchical variational autoencoder (Edwards & Storkey, 2017) to learn action representations by encoding the acquired action observations.
In the reinforcement learning stage, our proposed policy
architecture computes each given action’s utility using its
representation and outputs a distribution. We observe that
naive training leads to overfitting to specific actions. Thus,
we propose a training procedure that encourages the policy
to select diverse actions during training, hence improving
its generalization to unseen actions.
Our main contribution is introducing the problem of generalization to new actions. We propose four new environments
to benchmark this setting. We show that our proposed twostage framework can extract meaningful action representations and utilize them to solve tasks by making decisions
from new actions. Finally, we examine the robustness of our
method and show its benefits over retraining on new actions.

objects (Steenbrugge et al., 2018), domain adaptation in RL
by representing image states (Higgins et al., 2017b), and
goal representation in RL for better exploration (LaversanneFinot et al., 2018) and sample efficiency (Nair et al., 2018).
In this paper, we leverage unsupervised representation learning of action observations to achieve generalization to new
actions in the downstream RL task.
Learning Action Representations: In prior work, Chen
et al. (2019); Chandak et al. (2019); Kim et al. (2019) learn
a latent space of discrete actions during policy training by
using forward or inverse models. Tennenholtz & Mannor
(2019) use expert demonstration data to extract contextual
action representations. However, these approaches require a
predetermined and fixed action space. Thus, they cannot be
used to infer representations of previously unseen actions.
In contrast, we learn action representations by encoding
action observations acquired independent of the task, which
enables zero-shot generalization to novel actions.
Applications of Action Representations: Continuous representations of discrete actions have been primarily used to
ease learning in large discrete action spaces (Dulac-Arnold
et al., 2015; Chandak et al., 2019) or exploiting the shared
structure among actions for efficient learning and exploration (He et al., 2015; Tennenholtz & Mannor, 2019; Kim
et al., 2019). Concurrent work from Chandak et al. (2020)
learns to predict in the space of action representations, allowing efficient finetuning when new actions are added. In
contrast, we utilize action representations learned separately,
to enable zero-shot generalization to new actions in RL.

2. Related Work
Generalization in Reinforcement Learning: Our proposed problem of zero-shot generalization to new discrete
action-spaces follows prior research in deep reinforcement
learning (RL) for building robust agents. Previously, statespace generalization has been used to transfer policies to
new environments (Cobbe et al., 2018; Nichol et al., 2018;
Packer et al., 2018), agent morphologies (Wang et al., 2018;
Sanchez-Gonzalez et al., 2018; Pathak et al., 2019), and
visual inputs for manipulation of unseen tools (Fang et al.,
2018; Xie et al., 2019). Similarly, policies can solve new
tasks by generalizing over input task-specifications, enabling agents to follow new instructions (Oh et al., 2017),
demonstrations (Xu et al., 2017), and sequences of subtasks (Andreas et al., 2017). Likewise, our work enables
policies to adapt to previously unseen action choices.
Unsupervised Representation Learning: Representation
learning of high-dimensional data can make it easier to extract useful information for downstream tasks (Bengio et al.,
2013). Prior work has explored downstream tasks such
as classification and video prediction (Denton & Birodkar,
2017), relational reasoning through visual representation of

3. Problem Formulation
In order to build robust decision-making agents, we introduce the problem setting of generalization to new actions.
A policy that is trained on one set of actions is evaluated
on its ability to utilize unseen actions without additional
retraining. Such zero-shot transfer requires additional input
that can illustrate the general characteristics of the actions.
Our insight is that action choices, such as tools, are characterized by their general behaviors. Therefore, we record
a collection of an action’s behavior in diverse settings in a
separate environment to serve as action observations. The
action information extracted from these observations can
then be used by the downstream task policy to make decisions. For instance, videos of an unseen blade interacting
with various objects can be used to infer that the blade is
sharp. If the downstream task is cutting, an agent can then
reason to select this blade due to its sharpness.
3.1. Reinforcement Learning
We consider the problem family of episodic Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) with discrete action spaces. MDPs
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Figure 2. Two-stage framework for generalization to new actions through action representations. (1) For each available action, a
hierarchical VAE module encodes the action observations into action representations and is trained with a reconstruction objective. (2) The
policy πθ encodes the state with state encoder fω (s) and pairs it with each action representation using the utility function fν . The utility
scores are computed for each action and output to a categorical distribution. The auxiliary network takes the encoded state and outputs
environment-specific auxiliary actions such as tool placement in CREATE. The policy architecture is trained with policy gradients.

are defined by a tuple {S, A, T , R, γ} of states, actions,
transition probability, reward function, and discount factor.
At each time step t in an episode, the agent receives a state
observation st ∈ S from the environment and responds with
an action at ∈ A. This results in a state transition to st+1
and a state-conditioned reward R(st+1 ). The objective of
the agent
PT is to maximize the expected discounted reward
R = t=1 γ t−1 R(st ) in an episode of length T .
3.2. Generalization to New Actions
The setting of generalization to new actions consists of
two phases: training and evaluation. During training, the
agent learns to solve tasks with a given set of actions
A = {a1 , . . . , aN }. During each evaluation episode, the
trained agent is evaluated on a new action set A sampled
from a set of unseen actions A0 . The objective is to learn a
policy π(a|s, A), which maximizes the expected discounted
reward using any given action set A ⊂ A0 ,
 PT

t−1
R = EA⊂A0 , a∼π(a|s,A)
R(st ) .
(1)
t=1 γ
0

For each action a ∈ A ∪ A , the set of acquired action
observations is denoted with O = {o1 , . . . , on }. Here, each
oj ∈ O is an observation for the action like a state-trajectory,
a video, or an image, indicating the action’s behavior. For
the set of training actions A, we denote the set of associated
actions observations as O = {O1 , . . . , ON }.

4. Approach
Our approach for generalization to new actions is based on
the intuition that humans make decisions from new options
by exploiting prior knowledge about the options (Gersh-

man & Niv, 2015). First, we infer the properties of each
action from the action observations given as prior knowledge. Second, a policy learns to make decisions based on
these inferred action properties. When a new action set
is given, their properties are inferred and exploited by the
policy to solve the task. Formally, we propose a two-stage
framework:
1. Learning Action Representations: We use unsupervised representation learning to encode each set of action
observations into an action representation. This representation expresses the latent action properties present
in the set of diverse observations (Section 4.1).
2. Learning Generalizable Policy: We propose a flexible
policy architecture to incorporate action representations
as inputs, which can be trained through RL (Section 4.2).
We provide a training procedure to control overfitting
to the training action set, making the policy generalize
better to unseen actions (Section 4.3).
4.1. Unsupervised Learning of Action Representations
Our goal is to encode each set of action observations into an
action representation that can be used by a policy to make decisions in a task. The main challenge is to extract the shared
statistics of the action’s behavior from high-dimensional
and diverse observations.
To address this, we employ the hierarchical variational autoencoder (HVAE) by Edwards & Storkey (2017). HVAE
first summarizes the entire set of an action’s observations
into a single action latent. This action latent then conditions the encoding and reconstruction of each constituent
observation through a conditional VAE. Such hierarchical
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conditioning ensures that the observations for the same action are organized together in the latent space. Furthermore,
the action latent sufficiently encodes the diverse statistics
of the action. Therefore, this action latent is used as the action’s representation in the downstream RL task (Figure 2).
Formally, for each training action ai ∈ A, HVAE encodes
its associated action observations Oi ∈ O into a representation ci by mean-pooling over the individual observations
oi,j ∈ Oi . We refer to this action encoder as the action representation module qφ (ci |Oi ). The action latent ci sampled
from the action encoder is used to condition the encoders
qψ (zi,j |oi,j , ci ) and decoders p(oi,j |zi,j , ci ) for each individual observation oi,j ∈ Oi . The entire HVAE framework
is trained with reconstruction loss across the individual observations, along with KL-divergence regularization of encoders qφ and qψ with their respective prior distributions
p(c) and p(z|ci ). For additional details on HVAE, refer to
Appendix D.3.1 and Edwards & Storkey (2017). The final
training objective requires maximizing the ELBO:
hX
Xh
L=
Eqφ (c|O)
Eqψ (z|o,c) log p(o|z, c)
o∈O
O∈O
(2)
i
i
−DKL (qψ ||p(z|c)) − DKL (qφ ||p(c)) .

Algorithm 1. Two-stage Training Framework
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Inputs: Training actions A, action observations O
Randomly initialize HVAE and policy parameters
for epoch = 1, 2, . . . do
Sample batch of action observations Oi ∼ O
Train HVAE parameters with gradient ascent on Eq. 2
end for
Infer action representations: ci = qφµ (Oi ), ∀ai ∈ A
for iteration = 1, 2, . . . do
while episode not done do
Subsample action set A ⊂ A of size m
Sample action at ∼ πθ (s, A) using Eq. 3
st+1 , rt ← ENV(st , at )
Store experience (st , at , st+1 , rt ) in replay buffer
end while
Update and save policy θ using PPO on Eq. 4
end for
Select θ with best validation performance

Algorithm 2. Generalization to New Actions
1: Inputs: New actions A = {a1 , . . . aM }, observations

{O1 , . . . OM }. Trained networks qφ and πθ
µ

For action observations consisting of sequential data, o =
{x0 , . . . , xm } like state trajectories or videos, we augment
HVAE to extract temporally extended behaviors of actions.
We accomplish this by incorporating insights from trajectory autoencoders (Wang et al., 2017; Co-Reyes et al.,
2018) in HVAE. Bi-LSTM (Schuster & Paliwal, 1997) is
used in the encoders and LSTM is used as the decoder
p(x1 , . . . , xm |z, c, x0 ) to reconstruct the trajectory given
the initial state x0 . Explicitly for video observations, we
also incorporated temporal skip connections (Ebert et al.,
2017) by predicting an extra mask channel to balance contributions from the predicted and first frame of the video.
We set the representation for an action as the mean of the
inferred distribution qφ (ci |Oi ) as done in Higgins et al.
(2017a); Steenbrugge et al. (2018).
4.2. Adaptable Policy Architecture
To enable decision-making with new actions, we develop
a policy architecture that can adapt to any available action
set A by taking the list of action representations as input.
Since the action representations are learned independently
of the downstream task, a task-solving policy must learn to
extract the relevant task-specific knowledge.
The policy π(a|s, A) receives a set of available actions A = {a1 , . . . , ak } as input, along with the action
representations{c1 , . . . , ck }. As shown in Figure 2, the policy architecture starts with a state encoder fω . The utility

2: Infer action representations: ci = qφ (Oi ), ∀ai ∈ A
3: while not done do
4:
Sample action at ∼ πθ (s, A) using Eq. 3
5:
st+1 , rt ← ENV(st , at )
6: end while

function fν is applied to each given action’s representation
ci and the encoded state fω (s) (Eq. 3). The utility function
estimates the score of an action at the current state, through
its action representation, just like a Q-function (Watkins &
Dayan, 1992). Action utility scores are converted into a
probability distribution through a softmax function:
efν [ci ,fω (s)]
π(ai |s, A) = Pk
.
fν [cj ,fω (s)]
j=1 e

(3)

In many physical environments, the choice of a discrete
action is associated with auxiliary parameterizations, such
as the intended position of tool usage or a binary variable
to determine episode termination. We incorporate such
hybrid action spaces (Hausknecht & Stone, 2015), through
an auxiliary network fχ , which takes the encoded state
and outputs a distribution over the auxiliary actions 1 . An
environment action is taken by sampling the auxiliary action
from this distribution and the discrete action from Eq. 3.
The policy parameters θ = {ν, ω, χ} are trained end-to-end
using policy gradients (Sutton et al., 2000).
1
Alternatively, the auxiliary network can take the discrete selection as input as tested in Appendix C.4
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4.3. Generalization Objective and Training Procedure

5. Experimental Setup

Our final objective is to find policy parameters θ to maximize reward on held-out action sets A ⊂ A0 (Eq. 1), while
being trained on a limited set of actions A. We study this
generalization problem based on statistical learning theory (Vapnik, 1998; 2013) in supervised learning. Particularly, generalization of machine learning models is expected
when their training inputs are independent and identically
distributed (Bousquet et al., 2003). However, in RL, a policy
typically acts in the environment to collect its own training
data. Thus when a policy overexploits a specific subset of
the training actions, this skews the policy training data towards those actions. To avoid this form of overfitting and be
robust to diverse new action sets, we propose the following
regularizations to approximate i.i.d. training:

5.1. Environments

• Subsampled action spaces: To limit the actions available in each episode of training, we randomly subsample
action sets, A ⊂ A of size m, a hyperparameter. This
avoids overfitting to any specific actions by forcing the
policy to solve the task with diverse action sets.
• Maximum entropy regularization: We further diversify
the policy’s actions during training using the maximum
entropy objective (Ziebart et al., 2008). We add the entropy of the policy H[πθ (a|s)] to the RL objective with
a hyperparameter weighting β. While this objective has
been widely used for exploration, we find it useful to
enable generalization to new actions.
• Validation-based model selection: During training, the
models are evaluated on held-out validation sets of actions, and the best performing model is selected. Just like
supervised learning, this helps to avoid overfitting the
policy during training. Note that the validation set is also
used to tune hyperparameters such as entropy coefficient
β and subsampled action set size m. There is no overlap
between test and validation sets, hence the test actions
are still completely unseen at evaluation.

θ

5.1.1. G RID W ORLD
In the Grid world environment (Chevalier-Boisvert et al.,
2018), an agent navigates a 2D lava maze to reach a goal
using predefined skills. Each skill is composed of a 5-length
sequence of left, right, up or down movement. The total
number of available skills is 45 . Action observations consist
of state sequences of an agent observed by applying the
skill in an empty grid. This environment acts as a simple
demonstration of generalization to unseen skill sets.
5.1.2. R ECOMMENDER S YSTEM
The Recommender System environment (Rohde et al., 2018)
simulates users responding to product recommendations.
Every episode, the agent makes a series of recommendations
for a new user to maximize their click-through rate (CTR).
With a total of 10,000 products as actions, the agent is
evaluated on how well it can recommend previously unseen
products to users. The environment specifies predefined
action representations. Thus we only evaluate our policy
framework on it, not the action encoder.
5.1.3. CREATE

The final policy training objective is:
max EA⊂A,a∼πθ (.|s,A) [R(s) + βH[πθ (a|s, A)]].

We propose four sequential decision-making environments
with diverse actions to evaluate and benchmark the proposed problem of generalization to new actions. These
test the action representation learning method on various
types of action observations. The long-horizon nature of
the environments presents a challenge to use new actions
correctly to solve the given tasks consistently. Figure 3 provides an overview of the task, types of actions, and action
observations in three environments. In each environment,
the train-test-validation split is approximately 50-25-25%.
Complete details on each environment, action observations,
and train-validation-test splits can be found in Appendix A.

(4)

The training procedure is described in Algorithm 1. The
HVAE is trained using RAdam optimizer (Liu et al., 2019),
and we use PPO (Schulman et al., 2017) to train the policy
with Adam Optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015). Additional
implementation and experimental details, including the hyperparameters searched, are provided in Appendix D. The
inference process is described in Algorithm 2. When given
a new set of actions, we can infer the action representations
with the trained HVAE module. The policy can also generalize to utilize these actions since it has learned to map a list of
action representations to an action probability distribution.

We develop the Chain REAction Tool Environment (CREATE) as a challenging benchmark to test generalization to
new actions2 . It is a physics-based puzzle where the agent
must place tools in real-time to manipulate a specified ball’s
trajectory to reach a goal position (Figure 3). The environment features 12 different tasks and 2,111 distinct tools.
Moreover, it tests physical reasoning since every action involves selecting a tool and predicting the 2D placement for
it, making it a hybrid action-space environment. Action
observations for a tool consist of a test ball’s trajectories
interacting with the tool from various directions and speeds.
CREATE tasks evaluate the ability to understand complex
2

CREATE environment: https://clvrai.com/create
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Figure 3. Benchmark environments for evaluating generalization to new actions. (Top) In CREATE, an agent selects and places various
tools to move the red ball to the goal. Other moving objects can serve as help or obstacles. Some tasks also have subgoals to help with
exploration (Appendix C.3 shows results with no subgoal rewards). The tool observations consist of trajectories of a test ball interacting
with the tool. (Left) In Shape Stacking, an agent selects and places 3D shapes to stack a tower. The shape observations are images of the
shape from different viewpoints. (Right) In Grid World, an agent reaches the goal by choosing from 5-step navigation skills. The skill
observations are collected on an empty grid in the form of agent trajectories resulting from skill execution from random locations.

functionalities of unseen tools and utilize them for various
tasks. We benchmark our framework on all 12 CREATE
tasks with the extended results in Appendix C.4.
5.1.4. S HAPE S TACKING
We develop a MuJoCo-based (Todorov et al., 2012) Shape
Stacking environment, where the agent drops blocks of
different shapes to build a tall and stable tower. Like in
CREATE, the discrete selection of shape is parameterized
by the coordinates of where to place the selected shape and
a binary action to decide whether to stop stacking. This
environment evaluates the ability to use unseen complex 3D
shapes in a long horizon task and contains 810 shapes.
5.2. Experiment Procedure
We perform the following procedure for each action generalization experiment3 .
1. Collect action observations for all the actions using a
supplemental play environment that is task-independent.
2. Split the actions into train, validation, and test sets.
3. Train HVAE on the train action set by autoencoding the
collected action observations.
4. Infer action representations for all the actions using the
trained HVAE encoder on their action observations.
5. Train policy on the task environment with RL. In each
episode, an action set is randomly sampled from the train
actions. The policy acts by using the list of inferred
3
Complete code available at https://github.com/
clvrai/new-actions-rl

action representations as input.
6. Evaluation: In each episode, an action set is subsampled
from the test (or validation) action set. The trained policy
uses the inferred representations of these actions to act in
the environment zero-shot. The performance metric (e.g.
success rate) is averaged over multiple such episodes.
(a) Perform hyperparameter tuning and model selection
by evaluating on the validation action set.
(b) Report final performance on the test action set.
5.3. Baselines
We validate the design choices of the proposed action encoder and policy architecture. For action encoder, we compare with a policy using action representations from a nonhierarchical encoder. For policy architecture, we consider
alternatives that select actions using distances in the action
representation space instead of learning a utility function.
• Non-hierarchical VAE: A flat VAE is trained over the
individual action observations. An action’s representation
is taken as the mean of encodings of the constituent action
observations.
• Continuous-output: The policy architecture outputs a
continuous vector in the action representation space, following Dulac-Arnold et al. (2015). From any given action
set, the action closest to this output is selected.
• Nearest-Neighbor: A standard discrete action policy is
trained. The representation of this policy’s output action
is used to select the nearest neighbor from new actions.
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Ours
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Figure 4. Comparison against baseline action representation and policy architectures on 6 environments, 3 of which are CREATE tasks.
The solid bar denotes the test performance and the transparent bar the training performance, to observe the generalization gap. The results
are averaged over 5000 episodes across 5 random seeds, and the error bars indicate the standard deviation (8 seeds for Grid World). All
learning curves are present in Appendix C.5. Results on 9 additional CREATE tasks can be found in Appendix C.1.

5.4. Ablations
We individually ablate the two proposed regularizations:
• Ours without subsampling: Trained over the entire set
of training actions without any action space sampling.
• Ours without entropy: Trained without entropy regularization, by setting the entropy coefficient to zero.

6. Results and Analysis
Our experiments aim to answer the following questions
about the proposed problem and framework: (1) Can the
HVAE extract meaningful action characteristics from the
action observations? (2) What are the contributions of the
proposed action encoder, policy architecture, and regularizations for generalization to new actions? (3) How well does
our framework generalize to varying difficulties of test actions and types of action observations? (4) How inefficient
is finetuning to a new action space as compared to zero-shot
generalization?
6.1. Visualization of Inferred Action Representations

Hierarchical VAE

CREATE
Tools

Non-Hierarchical VAE

Figure 5. t-SNE visualization of action representations for held-out
tools in CREATE inferred using a trained HVAE (left) and a VAE
(right). The color indicates the tool class (e.g. cannons, buckets).
The HVAE encoder learns to organize semantically similar tools
together, in contrast to the flat VAE, which shows less structure.

To investigate if the HVAE can extract important characteristics from observations of new actions, we visualize the
inferred action representations for unseen CREATE tools.
In Figure 5, we observe that tools from the same class are

clustered together in the HVAE representations. Whereas in
the absence of hierarchy, the action representations are less
organized. This shows that encoding action observations
independently, and averaging them to obtain a representation can result in the loss of semantic information, such as
the tool’s class. In contrast, hierarchical conditioning on
action representation enforces various constituent observations to be encoded together. This helps to model the diverse
statistics of the action’s observations into its representation.
6.2. Results and Comparisons
6.2.1. BASELINES
Figure 4 shows that our framework outperforms the baselines (Section 5.3) in zero-shot generalization to new actions
on six tasks. The non-hierarchical VAE baseline has lower
policy performance in both training and testing. This shows
that HVAE extracts better representations from action observations that facilitate easier policy learning.
The continuous-output baseline suffers in training as well as
testing performance. This is likely due to the complex task
of indirect action selection. The distance metric used to find
the closest action does not directly correspond to the task relevance. Therefore the policy network must learn to adjust its
continuous output, such that the desired discrete action ends
up closest to it. Our method alleviates this through the utility
function, which first extracts task-relevant features to enable
an appropriate action decision. The nearest-neighbor baseline achieves high training performance since it is merely
discrete-action RL with a fixed action set. However, at test
time, the simple nearest-neighbor in action representation
space does not correspond to the actions’ task-relevance.
This results in poor generalization performance.
6.2.2. A BLATIONS
Figure 6 assesses the contribution of the proposed regularizations to avoid overfitting to training actions. Entropy
regularization usually leads to better training and test performance due to better exploration. In the recommender envi-
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Figure 6. Analyzing the importance of the proposed action space subsampling and entropy regularization in our method. The training and
evaluation details are the same as Figure 4.
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Figure 7. Additional analyses. (a) Our method achieves decent performance on out-of-distribution tools in 3 CREATE tasks, but the
generalization gap is more pronounced. (b) Various action representations can be successfully used with our policy architecture.

ronment, the generalization gap is more substantial without
entropy regularization. Without any incentive to diversify,
the policy achieved high training performance by overfitting to certain products. We observe a similar effect in the
absence of action subsampling across all tasks. It achieves
a higher training performance, due to the ease of training
in non-varying action space. However, its generalization
performance is weak because it is easy to overfit when the
policy has access to all the actions during training.
6.3. Analyzing the Limits of Generalization
6.3.1. G ENERALIZATION TO U NSEEN ACTION C LASSES
Our method is expected to generalize when new actions
are within the distribution of those seen during training.
However, what happens when we test our approach on completely unseen action classes? Generalization is still expected because the characteristic action observations enable
the representation of actions in the same space. Figure 7a
evaluates our approach on held-out tool classes in the CREATE environment. Some tool classes like trampolines and
cannons are only seen during training, whereas others like
fans and conveyor belts are only used during testing. While
the generalization gap is more substantial than before, we
still observe reasonable task success across the 3 CREATE
tasks. The performance can be further improved by increasing the size and diversity of training actions. Appendix C.6
shows a similar experiment on Shape Stacking.

• Alternate Data Types of action observations are used
to learn representations. For CREATE, we use video
data instead of the state trajectory of the test ball (see
Figure 3). For Grid World, we test with a one-hot vector
of agent location instead of (x, y) coordinates. The policy
performance using these representations is comparable
to the default. This shows that HVAE is suitable for
high-dimensional action observations, such as videos.
• Oracle HVAE is used to get representations by training
on the test actions. The performance difference between
default and oracle HVAE is negligible. This shows that
HVAE generalizes well to unseen action observations.
• Hand-Engineered action representations are used for
Stacking and Grid World, by exploiting ground-truth information about the actions. In Stacking, HVAE outperforms these representations, since it is hard to specify the
information about shape geometry manually. In contrast,
it is easy to specify the complete skill in Grid World. Nevertheless, HVAE representations perform comparably.
6.3.3. VARYING THE D IFFICULTY OF G ENERALIZATION
Figure 9 shows a detailed study of generalization on various
degrees of differences between the train and test actions in
3 CREATE tasks. We vary the following parameters:
a) Tool Angle: Each sampled test tool is at least θ degrees
different from the most similar tool seen during training.

6.3.2. A LTERNATE ACTION R EPRESENTATIONS

b) Tool Embedding: Each test tool’s representation is at
least d Euclidean distance away from each training tool.

In Figure 7b, we study policy performance for various action
representations. See Appendix B for t-SNE visualizations.

c) Unseen Ratio: The test action set is a mixture of seen
and unseen tools, with x% unseen.
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Success Examples
CREATE Push

CREATE Obstacle

Failure Examples

CREATE Seesaw

Shape Stacking

CREATE Push

CREATE Obstacle

Shape Stacking

Figure 8. Evaluation results showing the trajectories of objects in CREATE and the final tower in Shape Stacking. Our framework is
generally able to infer the dynamic properties of tools and geometry of shapes and subsequently use them to make the right decisions.
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Figure 9. Varying the test action space. An increasing x-axis corresponds to more difficult generalization conditions. Each value
plotted is the average test performance over 5 random seeds with
the error bar corresponding to the standard deviation.

The results suggest a gradual decrease in generalization
performance as the test actions become more different from
training actions. We chose the hardest settings for the main
experiments: 15◦ angle difference and 100% unseen actions.
6.3.4. Q UALITATIVE A NALYSIS
Figure 8 shows success and failure examples when using
unseen actions in the CREATE and Stacking environments.
In CREATE, our framework correctly infers the directional
pushing properties of unseen tools like conveyor belts and
fans from their action observations and can utilize them to
solve the task. Failure examples include placements being
off and misrepresenting the direction of a belt. Collecting
more action observations can improve the representations.
In Shape Stacking, the geometric properties of 3D shapes
are correctly inferred from image action observations. The
policy can act in the environment by selecting the appropriate shapes to drop based on the current tower height.
Failures include greedily selecting a tall but unstable shape
in the beginning, like a pyramid.
6.4. The Inefficiency of Finetuning on New Actions
In Figure 10, we examine various approaches to continue
training on a particular set of new actions in CREATE Push.
First, we train a policy from scratch on the new actions
either with our adaptable policy architecture (Ours Scratch)
or a regular discrete policy (Discrete Scratch). These take
around 3 million environment steps to achieve our pretrained
method’s zero-shot performance (Ours Zero-Shot). Next,
we consider ways to transfer knowledge from training actions. We train a regular discrete policy and finetune on new
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Environment Steps

Figure 10. Finetuning or training policies from scratch on the new
action space. The horizontal line is the zero-shot performance
of our method. Each line is the average test performance over 5
random seeds, while the shaded region is the standard deviation.

actions by re-initializing the final layer (Discrete Fine-Tune).
While this approach transfers some task knowledge, it disregards any relationship between the old and new actions. It
still takes over 1 million steps to reach our zero-shot performance. This shows how expensive retraining is on a single
action set. Clearly, this retraining process is prohibitive in
scenarios where the action space frequently changes. This
demonstrates the significance of addressing the problem of
zero-shot generalization to new actions. Finally, we continue training our pretrained policy on the new action set
with RL (Ours Fine-Tune). We observe fast convergence
to optimal performance, because of its ability to utilize action representations to transfer knowledge from the training
actions to the new actions. Finetuning results for all other
environments are in Appendix C.2.

7. Conclusion
Generalization to novel circumstances is vital for robust
agents. We propose the problem of enabling RL policies to
generalize to new action spaces. Our two-stage framework
learns action representations from acquired action observations and utilizes them to make the downstream RL policy
flexible. We propose four challenging benchmark environments and demonstrate the efficacy of hierarchical representation learning, policy architecture, and regularizations.
Exciting directions for future research include building general problem-solving agents that can adapt to new tasks with
new action spaces, and autonomously acquiring informative
action observations in the physical world.
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